Development of a scatter correction technique and its application to HDR 192Ir multicatheter breast brachytherapy.
This article introduces a scatter correction (SC) technique for high-dose-rate (HDR) 192Ir brachytherapy dose calculations in the absence of a full scatter environment near the skin. The technique uses dosimetry data derived by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for the Nucletron microSelectron v2 HDR 192Ir source. The data include the primary and scatter components of the radial dose function and the anisotropy function in addition to a SC table. The dose to a point of interest for each dwell position is estimated by first calculating the primary and scatter doses in an infinite water phantom. The scatter dose is then scaled by a SC factor that depends on the distances between the point of interest, the dwell positions, and the body contour of the patient. SC calculations in water phantoms of three different shapes, as well as computed tomography-based geometries of 18 multicatheter breast patients, are compared with Task Group 43 (TG-43) and PTRAN_CT MC calculations. The SC calculations show improvement over TG-43 for all test cases while taking 50% longer to run. The target and skin doses for the breast patient plans are unaffected by tissue inhomogeneities, as indicated by an agreement better than 1% between the SC and MC results. On average, TG-43 overestimates the target coverage by 2% and the dose to the hottest 0.1 cm3 (D0.1 cc) of the skin by 5%. The low-density lung causes the lung and heart D0.1 cc to differ by up to 3% for the SC method and by 2%-5% for TG-43 compared with MC calculations. The SC technique is suitable for HDR 192Ir dose calculations near the skin provided that the dose is nearly unperturbed by internal inhomogeneities. It has been validated for multicatheter breast brachytherapy.